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Now pace makers are available for brains. Wish there were some peacemakers 
available for brains.  

Taslima Nasreen, writer, on violence and hate, TOI 
 

The exercise of RTI is the simplest form of participatory governance. Slowly yet 
steadily, each individual can change the face of democracy. 

 
Sailesh Gandhi, RTI activist and former Information commissioner. 

 

Fifty seven million children across the world do’nt want an iPhone, Xbox, or 
chocolates. They want a book and a pen. 

Malala Yousezai, child activist 
 

A leader is like a shepherd. He stays behind the flock 
 
ays seems impossible until it’s done 
 
After climbing a great hill, one only finds that there are many more hills to climb 
 
Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world 
 
The brave man is not he who does not feel afraid, but he who overcome that fear 
 
If you want to make peace with your enemy you have to work with your enemy. 

Then he becomes your partner 
 
 

Nelson Mandela 
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Dear VAANI Readers 

I wish you and your family very happy occasions and festivals which fell be-
tween Feb to April 2014. We took two new initiatives as announced in the last 
issue Jan 2014. One was inviting the ‘cover page design contest’ by the tiny 
tots and the grown ups. The other initiative was inviting entries for the newly 
started column ‘Family Nukkad’. Unfortunately we  received no entry so far. 
I was greatly surprised to observe no participation in these new ventures. It 
was expected that at least family members would take initiative. Well! I am not disheartened and 
understand that the priorities do matter in every body’s life. Better late than never. I, feel even 
now, the members and their families will stand firm behind the VAANI team and find some time 
in the forthcoming three months to play their part to make the magazine more meaningful and in-
teresting. I also take this opportunity to invite entries from IITR alumni across the world to come 
to this arena as guest players.  

There was a knowledge trip to Solar Park in Gujarat which was organised by PANIIT Gujarat 
Chapter. Families also were part of the group. I have no hesitation to say that it was a grand suc-
cess as men, women and children, every body found something matching their interest. Earlier 
IITRAAA made a trip to Mundra Port which was also greatly applauded. I hope more trips like 
these get organised in future. Partnership with PANIIT Gujarat has really fructified. We have 
given some glimpse of Antarctica in this issue, as shared with Mr Ram who recently returned back 
from the expedition to Antarctica. Another new feature in the finance & law column is Right To 
education (RTE).  These apart, lots of snippets are inserted this time to add up to your GK.  

India is going through  the parliamentary election  these days.  The voters seem to be more aware 
about their rights and selection criteria. Let us be optimistic that India’s governance will get fur-
ther boost. With this, I wish the readers of this magazine to live in better India tomorrow. 

 
Vijai Kumar 

Editor- VAANI-The Voice of IITRAAA 
Vijai11946@yahoo.co.uk, mob no 09327008244, 08866840208 
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ANTARCTICA, THE WHITE, FROZEN 
AND PRISTINE CONTINENT 

A visit to the continent is beyond the imagina-
tion and comprehension of a common man. It is 
like an alien visiting to a heavenly body with  
an excitement no less than landing on moon.    

Mr. D. Ram Rajak, an IITRAAA member and 
currently working with ISRO as scientist, re-
cently made a journey to the continent for Sci-
entific Research as a part of his professional 
assignments. Incidentally this matched well 
with the inside fire he had to dive for adven-
tures and face the risks involved. Our amateur 
columnist Shailee met Ram, as fondly ad-
dressed by his friends, to share his experience 
and excitements with the VAANI readers. Ex-
cerpts of the interview are presented here.    

SHAILEE - Antarctica- the first image that 
comes to our mind is stark, white, ice covered 
land for miles around with absolutely no habi-

tation-utter desolation and the tough and scary 
journey one can make. What made you go on 
an expedition to Antarctica?  

RAM - Well….As we all know ‘Curiosity 
killed the cat’. This idiom totally applies to hu-
manity! Human can’t stand to remain baffled 
by unexplained phenomenon, and I love explor-
ing new places, going on adventure, taking risk 
and enjoy the feeling of exhilaration upon dis-
covering something beautiful after all the hard 
work. This curiosity and urge to find answers to 
numerous questions regarding this hostile land 
is what first made me think of going to Antarc-
tica. And, I got an opportunity through ISRO, 
which I did not miss.  

SHAILEE - Could you tell us more about this 
mysterious continent?  

RAM - Antarctica consists of two major re-
gions, West Antarctica and East Antarctica, 
geologically joined into a single continental 
shield covered by a huge quantity of ice. With 
an approximate geographic area of 1.4 billion 
hectares, this continent doesn’t have any per-
manent human habitat, government, currency 
and official language. It houses the geographic 
south pole of the Earth and is more than four 
times larger in area than India!!  The average 
ice thickness over Antarctica is more than 2 
km. That means, if all the Antarctic ice is 
spread over India, its altitude will surpass Mt. 
Everest!! Amazing? 98% of Antarctica is cov-
ered by ice and only 2% is scattered land.  

IITRAAA NEWS 
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RAM BACK FROM ANTARCTICA 

  

RAM (D RAM RAJAK) SHAILEE 
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SHAILEE - Mystery and speculation apart 
why is there such hype over Antarctica?  

RAM - Antarctica is of considerable impor-
tance to humanity today. It is important for us 
because it affects our climate. This desert conti-
nent is an essential entity to be explored as it 
plays a crucial role in balancing Earth System. 
It is connected to the world through common 
atmosphere and oceans.  Presence of Ozone 
hole, resulting higher harmful UV radiation on 
earth  was detected here only. Melting of exces-
sive polar ice is one of the major concern that 
the world faces today. There are indications 
that global warming is affecting the Antarctica 
by accelerating ice melting & iceberg forming 
from ice sheet and ice shelves. It is estimated 
that within a few decades, due to the ice melt-
ing, it will lead to sea level rise resulting 
coastal areas submerged under water. These are 
the few important aspects which make Antarc-
tica exploration immensely important for us.     

SHAILEE - Considering the importance of 
Antarctica to the world, to what extent is our 
country interested in this continent? Does India 
have any research stations there? 

RAM - Yeah…India is quite interested in con-
tributing to the research and exploration being 
done in Antarctica. It sends its researchers from 
different fields to Antarctica regularly. The In-
dian Scientific Expedition to Antarctica (ISEA) 
is a multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional pro-
gram which is organized, coordinated and con-
trolled by National Centre for Antarctic and 

Ocean Research (NCAOR) Goa, Department of 
Earth Sciences, Government of India. And yes. 
Currently, India has two research stations fully 
functional at Antarctica. In fact the first Indian 
research station in Antarctica was Dakshin 
Gangotri. It was situated on an ice shelf which 
got buried under ice in 1990s. The second re-
search station is Maitri at Schirmarcher Oasis 
with the third one at Bharati at Larsemann 
Hills. Maitri and Bharati are the two opera-
tional and round-the-year maintained research 
stations where researchers from India visit and 
carry out their experiments. Indian Meteoro-
logical Department, Geological Survey of In-
dia, Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, Indian 
Space Research Organization, and Survey of 
India are some of the institutions from India, 
actively engaged in Antarctic research. 

SHAILEE - Tell us how you got started with 
the expedition and the experience you had. 

RAM – I had to undergo a tough physical train-
ing at  Indo-Tibetan Border Police training in-
stitute, Auli scaling some of the Himalayan 
glaciers. It helped instilling basic skills like fire 
fighting & prevention, personal survival tech-
niques essential to survive there. Thereafter the 
real expedition started 

SHAILEE – As we know, the Titanic tragedy 
happened due to its collision with a giant ice-
berg. What precautions were taken during your 
ship voyage to alleviate the fear.  

RAM – The voyage ships are fitted with ice-
bergs detecting radars. Round the clock they 
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keep working and provide distance, direction 
and size of icebergs, if any. It is the ship navi-
gator who keeps all time eye on the observa-
tions and issues alerts. Now a days even satel-
lite information are available to this effect.  

SHAILEE – We can’t imagine Antarctica 
other than a gigantic heap of ice. Can you tell 
what kind of landscape Antarctica is? 
RAM – You are right. It is extremely difficult 
to imagine the landscape of Antarctica. When 
you are on Antarctic ice sheet, you can see  
around the boundless ice and snow. You can 

see almost 100 kilometer in Antarctica if 
weather is clear. There are large regions of 
plain surface as well as regions of undulating 
large snow dunes. The land part is full of differ-
ent kinds of rocks displaying weathering effects 
on their surfaces.  

 SHAILEE – As you told there is no perma-
nent human population at Antarctica. What 
about Flora and Fauna, birds etc?  

RAM – Yes, Antarctica is not devoid of flora 
and fauna but only a few plants and animals 
can survive the harsh climate. Simple plants 
like algae, mosses, liverworts, lichens and mi-
croscopic fungi can survive in Antarctica but I 
could see only algae during my visit. We saw a 
number of seabirds like Snow Petrel, Antarctic 
Petrel, variety of Albatross, Brown Skua etc 
during our ship voyage. We had a great time 
enjoying the random flights of these ship fol-
lowers. We saw Penguins, Seals and Whales in 

large number and enjoyed their close neighbor-
hood.  The Brown Skua was sighted at our sta-
tion Bharati, however we don’t get these birds 
deep inside Antarctica.  
SHAILEE – How was the weather at Antarc-
tica? What you used to eat and drink there? 

RAM The lowest temperature recorded here 
was minus 89.2 degree Celsius. We went there 

when it was Antarctic summer. The lowest tem-
perature we recorded was minus 12 degree and 
the highest wind we faced was almost 120 km/
hour. Many a times the visibility due to snow 
wind was so less that we had to cancel our heli-
copter visits. The clear sky weather would turn 
cloudy & rainy and snowfall happen in no time 
Weather is highly unpredictable here.   

As far as food is concerned, we had enough 
variety with us. The stuff was packed in the 
ship from India and South Africa. We stored 
enough vegetarian and non-vegetarian food. On 
the ship we drank mineral water. On Antarctic 
stations, sweat water is taken from lakes. Ex-
plorers have to carry water while on journey, in 
specially thermally insulated bottles.  

SHAILEE -Can you through more light on 
your joys, excitements and anxieties during 
journey onboard as well as on the island. 

RAM –The expedition commenced on 8th De-
cember 2013 with the members of the 33rd 
ISEA flying from Goa to Cape Town via Mum-
bai and Johannesburg. The second leg was the 
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Ship journey from Cape Town to Antarctica 
beginning on Dec 12. For the first time in my 
life, the 12 days journey left me spellbound 
with lots of excitements and anxieties.  We 
sailed in a Russian ship. Generally one can en-
counter very rough sea between 40-60 degree 
south latitude but our journey was fortunately 
smooth. My excitement saw no bounds when I 
spotted an iceberg at 48 deg south. As we 
neared Antarctica, the ship speed reduced dras-
tically when it encountered sea ice.  Finally we 
reached the sea ice attached to Antarctic coast 
near Bharati station. Ultimately we descended 
on Antarctica, an ethereal world spread with 
milky sheet having no boundaries and having 
no distinction with the sky.  

In the third leg of our mission, we carried out 
various scientific experiments for 11days and 
collected field data. A five-seated helicopter 
from HeliKorea was our means of transport 
from one place to other. While sailing from 
Bharati to Maitri, we were occasionally struck  
in sea ice. At times our helicopter also ditched 
but prompt services by Russian staff saved us 
from woes.  

On return journey from Maitri to Cape Town 
some members suffered sea-sickness and were 
down for many days. However nothing unto-
ward happened and we could return to India on 
February 13, 2014 as scheduled.  

SHAILEE - It was a long journey. How did the 
small team manage to entertain themselves as 

well as keep sane being so far away from any 
kind of habitation? 

RAM - Ye! We felt the need to beat boredom 
at times. We celebrated each and every small 
occasion! Birthday parties (including mine!), 
Christmas, New Year…We even had inter-
cultural functions as the members were from 
different parts of India. We organized a multi-
lingual cultural program on the occasion of 
Makar Sankranti / Uttrarayan. The Republic 
Day of India was celebrated with great gusto by 
all the members present at Maitri Station. We 
even invited members from the nearby Russian 
research station of Novo to join us. Adding 
Desi tadaka, like folk songs, filmy songs and 
dances and traditional food, multiplied our joy. 
We even made  a movie of our journey! Apart 
from these, the ship as well as the station had 
many facilities like swimming pool, table ten-
nis, sauna bath etc. All kinds of food items 
were available at the stations as well on the 
ship…from fresh fruits and vegetables to 
drinks, ice-creams and chocolates! I may not 
hesitate to say that I enjoyed more luxury out 
there than what I did in my regular life here! 

SHAILEE - Wow! Indeed now I got spell-
bound. Do you have any last word to say? 

RAM - Yes, I would like to add two things 
from my side. Firstly, I express my gratitude to 
my organization ISRO which allowed me to 
participate in the 33rd ISEA. I need to thank all 
the people who supported me before and during 
this expedition including my family, Mr. 
Jayaprasad P (who was a member of 33rd ISEA 
from ISRO), expedition members (who helped 
me in collecting scientific observations) and 
NCAOR. Secondly, I would like to give a mes-
sage to all.   

“We need to do everything necessary to pre-
serve this most pristine environment on the 
planet. We need to put a limit on our luxurious 
lives. Let us not disturb the nature and hand-
over the same to our forthcoming generations 
just, like what our forefathers did”.   
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ISRO’S GREAT ACHEIVEMENTS AND THE ROLE IITR ALUMNI PLAYED 
(continued from the last issue of VAANI Jan 2014) 

Name Year Degree/branch Field of contribution 

S C Rastogi 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

1974 
1976 

BE 
ME 

Satellite System Development 

V Sasidhar Rao 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

1981 ME Satellite System Development 

Anil Agrawal Dr 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

1981 
1985 

M Sc 
Ph D 

Satellite System Development 

B Lakshminarayana 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

1996 ME Satellite System Development 

K Balaji 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

1998 ME Satellite System Development 

Prashant Kulshreshtha 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

2003 M Tech Satellite System Development 

Vinod K Gupta 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

2004 M Tech Satellite System Development 

Puneet K Mishra 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

2004 M Tech Satellite System Development 

Jai Kumar 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

2004 
2009 

M Sc 
Ph D 

Satellite System Development 

Akhilesh Kumar 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

2004 M Sc Satellite System Development 

Arpana Prasad Dr 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

2005 M Sc Satellite System Development 

Kuldeep Negi Dr 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

2008 Ph D Satellite System Development 

Aman Samir 
LPSC, ISRO, Trivandrum 

2009 BE Metallurgy Indigenisation of Semi Cryogenic 
Materials 

Narendra Gangwar 
VSSC, ISRO, Trivandrum 

2010 BE Metallurgy Development of Materials and Processes 

Ayush Kejriwal 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

2010 B Tech Satellite System Development 

Abhishek 
ISAC, ISRO, Bangalore 

2011 MCA Satellite System Development 

Goutam Nayak, VSSC, 
Trivandrum 

2011 BE-Mech Rocket Motor Fabrication 

Atul Kumar Bansal, VSSC, 
Trivandrum  

2012 BE Mech Casting/metal Solidification 

Nitish Dhawan, VSSC, 
Trivandrum 

2012 BE-Mech High Energy Materials 
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IITR has invited the nominations for the 
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD-2014. 
The nominations may be sent latest by June 
15’2014 to  
 
Sri Satish C Sharma, Dean Alumni Affairs, IIT 
Roorkee, Roorkee-247667 (Uttarakhand) 
 
For form please visit the site  
www.alumni.iitr.ernet.in 

Ms. Gupta (a writer, poet, bridge player and an 

IITR alumnus, B Arch of 1968 batch) receives 

Distinguished Service Award by The President 

PANIIT-in a function of PANIIT Global 

conference-2013, held in Houston, USA.  

In this recognition, 
P A N I I T  U S A 
President Siddhartha 
Chowdhary cited, "The 
Houston Conference 
c e l e b r a t e s  t h e 
completion of the first 
decade of PANIIT. 
And as we embark on the next decade, the goal 
is to make PanIIT an inclusive organization that 
is focused on alumni services and outreach. 
And we recognize that PANIIT USA has a 
prominent status today due to the dedication 
and efforts of alumni like yourself”. Her efforts 
were recognized with the “PANIIT 
Distinguished Service Award”. This  award 
was presented at the Chairman’s Reception 
Thursday, December 5, 2013.  

VAANI congratulates her on her distinguished 
achievement. 
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DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARDS -2014 

MS PURNIMA GUPTA , AN IITRIAN, 
RECEIVES DISTINGUISHED SERVICE 

AWARD 

 

  
THE WORLD OF PULSES 

 
Are you a digital expert? If not, you may wonder what kbps, Mbps bits, bytes, GB, MB mean and 

what  their significance are? Digital world deals basically with two code ie 0 or 1. These are two 

basic codes and known as bits denoted by ‘b’ and are the signatures of electrical pulses. Various 

combination of these bits define a character (for example an alphabet), a word, a document, a 

picture and so on. In digital applications, a combination of 8 bits is called a byte which is denoted 

as ‘B’. Now  a document in digital form may consist number of bytes, each byte made up of 8 bits. 

Larger the document, larger the number of bytes in it. Hence the size of a document, we can say 

has certain number of bytes. If the number of bytes is one thousand (K) in a document, we say its 

size is 1KB, one million (M) it is 1MB, one billion (G) it is 1 GB.  

Now the question comes how these documents could be sent through internet. Depending upon the 
system capacity, Internet can send only certain number of bytes per second. This is called the 
internet speed and denoted as kbps (kilo bits per second) or KB/sec (kilo bytes per second) or 
mbps (million bits per second) or MB/sec (Million bytes per sec). Higher efficiency system has 
higher speed of despatch of the document.   

Following are the units of size and speed generally used 

Basic units    b (bit)    B (byte, 8 bits= 1B) 

Size of a document  1 MB= 1024KB  1GB = 1024MB 

Speed of  internet   512kbps=64KB/sec  2Mbps = 256 KB/sec  
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PAN IIT NEWS (from the websites and news items) 

One day knowledge tour was organised by 

PANIIT Gujarat, on March 29’2014 to Gujarat 

Solar Park in Charanka Village in Patan district 

of Gujarat. Spouses and children of the 

members also joined. The idea was that the 

family members also get acquainted with green 

electricity generation, to save the country from 

carbon emission responsible for global 

warming. The solar park is expected to save 

around 8 million tonnes of carbon dioxide from 

being released into the atmosphere and save 

around 900,000 tonnes of natural gas per year. 

Braving the tedious 5 hour one way journey 

and scorching sun at the park, about 30 

participants transformed the trip to a picnic 

cum knowledge event. 

The Solar Park at Charanka is one of the groups 
of solar electric power generating infrastructure 
in Gujarat. All the groups together, Gujarat is 
the Asia’s biggest solar electric power 
generator. At Charanka, the park has made use 
of the waste land which otherwise cultivated 
nothing. The place is located at 23.8 N latitude, 
hence the solar panels need to be facing south 
all the day Hence no sun pointing mechanisms 
are needed. This in turn helps in minimising the 
complexity & cost of infrastructure and 
maximising the reliability of the system. The 
complex is spread over nearly 5000 acres of 
land and uses the thin film technology based 

solar panels, to generate the electric power. 
About  19 companies have set up their solar 
parks here with total current installed capacity 
of about 225 MW (500 MW on completion). Of 
course the production is during the sunshine 
only. The sun is visible for about 11 months a 
year. The power generation capacity has been 
estimated considering the cloudy weather 
conditions also.  

A power purchase agreement has been made 
with the companies here to purchase the power 
at the rate of Rs 15 per unit for the first 12 
years and Rs 5 for the next 13 years, taking the 

life of the solar panels 25 years. Any further 
balance life if any will be a bonus. The power 
generated is DC which gets converted to AC 
through invertors with transmission voltage 
stepped up to 66KV. This goes to the national 
grid.   

Another novel concept, it was told, for solar 
power generation over the Narmada Canal was  
also initiated in Gujarat. In this scheme the 
solar panels are mounted over the Narmada 
Canal. The 1 MW pilot project was launched in 
Mehsana in 2012. The length of the canal 
covered was 750 meters.  The inherent 
advantage of the scheme is to prevent water 
evaporation from the canal. It saves 9 million 
lit of water annually. The project virtually 
eliminates the requirement to acquire vast tracts 
of land.   
The cost per megawatt of solar power, in this 
case, is likely to be substantially reduced as the 
two banks of the canal will be used to cover the 
canal by installing solar power panel and the 

PANIIT GUJARAT MEMBERS VISIT 
GUJARAT’S  SOLAR PARK 

 

 

AT THE SOLAR  POWER PARK, GPCL 

A PANORMIC VIEW OF THE PARK 
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government will not have to spend much on 
creating basic infrastructure, including land 
acquisition. 

Gujarat has about 458 Kilometre of open main 
canal, while the total canal length, including 
sub-branches, is about 19,000 Kilometre at 
present. When completed, the SSNNL's canal 
network will be about 85,000 km long. 
Assuming a utilisation of only 10 per cent of 
the existing canal network of 19,000 Kilometre, 
it is estimated that 2,200 MW of solar power 
generating capacity can be installed by 
covering the canals with solar panels. This also 
implies that 11,000 acres of land can be 
potentially conserved along with about 
20 billion litres of water saved per annum.  

Another interesting part of the tour was that 
the members could explore bright business 
opportunities by investing money in setting 
up their own solar power parks with visible 
profitability.  

In Just about two hour visit to the park, 
PANIIT Gujarat Group was extremely  
impressed by the technology demonstration, 
possible business potential and the 
phenomenal progress made by the 
companies situated in the Park. The trip was 
hosted by GPCL (Gujarat Power Corporation  
Ltd). Their meticulous preparation of the 
presentation and field visit kept the visitors 

spellbound throughout. PANIIT Gujarat will 
ever remain thankful & grateful to them for 
extending their courtesy during the visit and 
illuminating the members with latest 
knowledge, business opportunities and 
environment control  awareness.  

Arogyaswami J Paulraj, professor emeritus at 
the department of electrical engineering, 
Stanford University, is 
the winner of the 
Marconi prize—the 
equivalent of the Nobel 
prize for information 
tech pioneers. Mr 
Paulraj  is a pioneer in 
MIMO, a core enabling 
technology in wi-fi and 
m o b i l e  w i r e l e s s 
networks, crystal-gazes 
into the future of the 
web. 

Giving a message to young Indian Engineers he 
said “Technological innovation requires risk-
taking, which comes with frequent failures. Not 
taking risks means stagnation. Today’s world 
rewards innovators extremely well because it 
understands how hard the innovation process 
can be. In India, we need much more risk-
taking and failure-tolerance in tech ventures if  
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SOLAR PANELS MOUNTED OVER 
NARMADA CANAL  

 

ON THEIR RETURN TRIP 

PROF. PAULLRAJ (IITD73) GETS 
MARCONI PRIZE  
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we are going to build a high-tech country. My 
parents, like many others in their time, were 
focused entirely on job security for my career. 
We need a very different mindset today. We 
also need to develop the right brain skills in our 
engineers — creativity, curiosity, and spatial 
and visual thinking.” 

He also said about the things that will change 
our life radically “Yogi Berra once said that it 
is hard to predict the future. Nevertheless, there 
are many iconic technology candidates out 
there that can be classified as radical:  
driverless cars, Google glasses, robot drones, 
cell phone-based health labs, seamless access to 
data anywhere, to name a few. I believe that 
Indian engineers have an obligation to harness 
these new technologies in order to find 
innovative solutions for the persistent issues 
faced by our country, and also weak physical 
infrastructure , inadequate delivery of health 
and education for the poor, among others”  

IITian fraternity is proud of him and VAANI 
congratulates him for getting the award.  

 

 

By running a low-power DC wire from sub-
stations to houses, IIT Madras’ redesign of the 
electric grid provides an elegant and easy-to-
implement solution for the problem of 
blackouts caused due to load-shedding and 
other such issues. The electricity provided will 
be enough to run a few lights and fans, and for 
a vast majority of people, provide an alternative 
to inverters and highly-polluting generators. 

The power fed into these separate DC lines will 
be so low, that sub-stations will likely never be 
required to shut them down, except for 
technical issues. 

The project is the brainchild of IIT-M Director 
Bhaskar Ramamurti and Electrical Engineering 
professor Ashok Jhunjhunwala. It will soon be 
tested as a pilot program in a couple of hundred 
households in the southern states, in the hope 
that it will provide the Power Ministry enough 
data to make an informed decision to extend the 
program across the remainder of the country. 

“It is a critical pilot project,” says former power 
secretary P Umashankar. “I see this as a game-
changer for the country.” 
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There is a power in looking silly and not caring that you do 

Amy Poehler, Actress 

 
The only easy day was yesterday 

Clint Black, Singer-Song Writer 
 

No body likes to fail, but failure is an essential part of life and learning. If your uniform 
isn’t dirty, you haven’t been in the game.  
 

Ben Bernanke, US Central Bank Chairman 

 
Never lose your identity because it is your identity that helps you mould your children as 
well 

Karishma Kapoor, actress 

 
If 27 years in prison have done anything to us, it was to use the silence of solitude to 
make us understand how precious words are 

Nelson Mandela 
 
 

RD , NOV’2013 

IIT MADRAS TO SOLVE POWER CUT 
PROBLEM FOR THE ENTIRE COUNTRY  
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MANGALYAN TRAVELLED MORE THAN HALF THE JOURNEY 

Indian Mangalyan, launched on Nov5’2013 from Sriharikota launch station has travelled more 

than half the distance as on April 9’2014. Its all the systems are working normal and the trajectory 

correction as planned on April 9 were not done as its trajectory had no deviation from the defined 

path. If required, the next telecomand is planned to be carried out in June 2014.  

Number of orbit raising manoeuvres, after the launch, were made till the yan crossed the sphere of 

earth influence. At this moment it was put in helio-centric trajectory, a long journey it has to 

perform till it reaches the sphere of influence of Mars.  ISRO has been continuously monitoring 

the Spacecraft using its Deep Space Network complemented by that of NASA-JPL 

At present (on April 9’2014), the radio distance between the Spacecraft and the Earth is 39 million 

km. A signal from the Earth to the Spacecraft and back to Earth takes 4 minutes and 15 seconds. 

The Mars Orbit Insertion (MOI) manoeuvre would be performed on September 24, 2014.  

For those, fresh to astronomy, Mars is the fourth planet of sun, third one being the earth. Since it  

is farther from sun as compared to earth, it is colder than earth. It is smaller than earth in size. The 

salient information on Mars are given as below 

The Mars is one of the four members of inner planet system of the sun. The inner solar system 

include Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars (in the order from inner to outer orbit). It also includes 

the Asteroid Belt. The outer solar system include Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune (again in the  

order from inner to outer orbit). The inner solar system extends till 500 million Km radius and the 

outer solar system starts from 1000 million Km and goes till 4500 million Kms.   

 Mars at a Glance 

Orbit    Elliptical distane from sun varies from 206.7 million Km to 249.2  
    million Km with an average of 227.7 million Km  

Rotation period  1.027 earth days (24 hr, 39 mts, 35 s) 

Revolution period  once in every 686.98 earth days 

Atmospheric   Carbon dioxide-95.3%, Nitrogen- 2.7%, argon- 1.6%, oxygen- 0.13% 
Composition  and rest is water 

Colour   Yellowish brown to reddish 

Brightness   Occasionally the third brightest object in the night sky after moon and  
    Venus 

Average diameter  3397.2 Km 

THE EVENTS THAT ECHOED 
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Surface Temperature -53 deg C on average and varies from -128 deg C during polar night to 
    27 deg C at equator during mid day at closest point in orbit to sun   

Surface wind Speed upto 40m/s 

Magnetic field  Planetwide no magnetic field 

 

Relative Comarison with earth 

Size    About half the size of earth, but twice the size of moon 

Mass    1/10th that of earth 

Gravity   38% that of earth 

Density   3.9 times greater than water (earth density is 5.5 times that of water) 

Distance from sun About 1.5 times farther as compared with that of earth 

Land area   Same as on earth 

Seasons   Poles tilted at 25 deg creating seasons similar to earth 

Surface Atm pressure Less than 1/100th of the earth’s average  

 

SATYA NADELLA 

Hyderabad born Satya Nadella has become the first Indian CEO of 
Microsoft on Feb4’2014. Before he was executive vice president of 
Microsoft’s Cloud and Enterprise group, responsible for building 
and running the company’s computing platforms, developer tools 
and cloud services.  

He is a engineering graduate from the Manipal Institute of 
Technology, in the branch electronics and communication. After 
moving to the US, Nadella earned did MS in Computer Science 
from the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee and an MBA from 
the University of Chicago Booth School of Business. 

 Nadella worked as the senior vice president of research and development for the Online 
Services Division and vice president of the Microsoft Business Division. Later, he was made 
the president of Microsoft’s $19 billion Server and Tools Business and led a transformation of 
the company's business and technology culture from client services to cloud 
infrastructure and services. He has been credited for helping bring Microsoft's 
database, Windows Server and developer tools to its Azure cloud. The revenue from Cloud 
Services grew to $20.3 billion in June 2013 from $16.6 billion when he took over in 2011. 
Nadella's 2013 base salary is nearly $6.7 million (plus stock bonuses), which adds up to $7.6 
million.[ Satya Nadella played major role in Microsoft's transition to the cloud.[ He was 
previously also 

 President of the Server & Tools (February 9, 2011 - February 2014) 

 Senior Vice President of Research and Development for the Online Services Division 

(March 2007 - February 2011) 
 Vice President of the Microsoft Business Division 

 Corporate Vice President of Microsoft Business Solutions and Search & Advertising 
Platform Group 
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There is a craze of Pizza among young 
generation. People call it junk food, but here is 
a recipe by which you can convert the junk 
food into a healthy one.  
 

BASE 

Wheat flour   2 cups 

Yeast    1 tea spoon 

Olive Oil   1 table spoon 
Or  cooking oil 

Milk     1/2 cup   

Salt    1 tea spoon 

Sugar    1/2 tea spoon 

Method 

Dissolve yeast with sugar and 1/4 cup of luke 
warm water. Cover and keep aside for 10 
minutes.  

Mix Flour, salt, yeast liquid and milk, add some 
water to make a soft dough. Cover it and keep 
it for one hour. Cut the dough with knife three 
or four times to remove air. Cover with a wet  
muslin cloth for two to three hours. Once the 
dough is raised, divide into two portions, pat 
them flat in a baking dish. Prick with a fork at 
few places, half bake it. You can store this for 2 
to 3 days in fridge.  
 

TOMATO  SAUCE 

Tomatoes    4 large 

Chopped Onion   1/2 cup 

Chopped Capsicum  1/4 cup  

Chopped Brinjel      1/4 cup 
with skin  

Grated Garlic 1 tea spoon 

Oil                 2 tea spoon 

Salt & Pepper       to taste 

Origano      1/2 tea spoon 

Method 

Blench tomatoes in boiling 
water. After cooling remove 
the skin and seeds. Cut into 

small pieces. Heat oil in a heavy bottom pan, 
add garlic, sauté for half a minute, add onion, 
sauté till it turns translucent, add capsicum and 
brinjal. Cover and cook for 2 minutes. Add 
tomatoes, salt, pepper and oregano. Cook for 
another few minutes till it gets sauce like 
consistency. This also you can store for 2 to 3 
days in fridge.   
 

MUSTARD SAUCE 

Mustard Seeds without skin 2 table spoon 

Dried red chillies    8 numbers 

Garlic     8-10 pieces 

Turmeric     1/4 tea spoon 

Salt      to taste  

Vinegar     

Water 

Method 

Mix all ingredients except vinegar and water. 
Grind it in a mixi, adding little vinegar at a time 
till it becomes a smooth paste. Remove from 
mixi, add little water and store it in fridge (may 
be stored for 2-3 months also).  

Mozzarella  Cheese 

Grated mozzarella cheese   200 gms 

Method to prepare the Pizza  

Put half the tomato sauce on one pizza base.  

Put half grated mozzarella cheese over tomato 
sauce 

Arrange toppings over cheese and bake it in the 
pre-heated oven (at 200 deg centigrade) for 5-
10 minutes or till the toppings get baked.  

 

TOPPINGS  

You can use toppings of 
your choice like tomato, 
onion, capsicum (red & 
yellow), jalapenos, 
olives, baby corn, 
mushrooms, marinated 
paneer, and any non-veg 
to your liking.  

Make another pizza also 
the same way.  

FAMILY NUKKAD 

HEALTH FRIENDLY PIZZA 
By Ms Veena 
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During General Election 
years (like 2014), full 
budget and new income-
tax rules will be  
presented in July, so 
these will be covered in 
the October Issue. 
However, prior Govt’s 
mini-budget (Parliament heard 17-2-14, passed 
21-2-14) will be covered here, besides several 
other finance matters: e.g., a few lesser well-
known I-T sections, potentially useful in filing I
-T return in June/July 2014, are given  under 
the head `Miscellaneous’. A few of my 
arguments and that of other’s too, are described 
under `NPS’ head, to bridge the huge gap 
between the old and the new pension systems. 

MINI-BUDGET: Three items of our possible 
interest – (i) Govt. 
to take over the 
interest liability 
upto 31-12-13, on 
o u t s t a n d i n g 
education loan 
taken before 31-12
-09. (ii) Grant of `one rank one pension’ rule 
w.e.f. 1-4-14 (not 1-1-06) for Ex-Servicemen. 
(iii) Getting one consolidated statement of all 
your financial holdings (all Bank A/c’s & FD’s, 
PPF, SCSS, Demat Shares/Bonds, mutual 
funds, insurances etc.), linking all of these to 
only one common KYC.  

INTEREST AND DEARNESS RATES: The 
DA/DR rate as on 1-1-2014 is 100% (so the 
latest installment is 100-90=10%). This 
doubling of retail prices from 1-1-06 to 1-1-14 
implies that the compound annual inflation rate 
over the 8 years was 72/8 = 9%. So any saving 
avenue that gives net interest (after tax)  less 
than 9% is eroding your saving (in purchasing 
power)! Now you may rather be un-happy to 
know the rates for FY 14-15: SCSS 9.2%, 

POMIS 8.4%, NSC (10 yr) 8.8%, NSC (5 yr) 
8.5%; all these interests are taxable. Only PPF 
8.7% is a tax-free interest, and considering 
(max. 1 lakh per F.Y.) 80-C deduction of PPF 
deposit (say @20% mean marginal slab, for an 
average 7 ½ years’ holding), here Rs 80,000. 
leading to Rs 1,85,000. Which represents tax 
free effective 11 1/2 %: Good! Of course, PPF 
can only `absorb’ this limited sum of 1 lakh per 
FY. For higher sum, to `locate’ inflation-
beating saving/parking avenue (e.g. for your 
large retirement benefit when you retire) you 
have to `struggle’! In this context, Tax free 
(8.8%, 15 yr) Bonds, Inflation Indexed Bonds 
(CPI rise + 1.5%, taxable interest, again falling 
below inflation to lesser extent), Mutual Funds’ 
Arbitrage Schemes and Dynamic Portfolio 
Balancing (Asset Allocation Strategy) Plans, 
and perhaps Gold Mutual Fund, may be 
explored. Ceiling for Infl. Ind. Bonds is now 10 
laks/year. 

As for Bank FD’s, 
since 18-2-2014, SBI 
5 yrs FD gives 9% & 
8.5% interest to 60+ 
& <60 age holders, 
taxable – so net goes 
below inflation(IDBI 
gives 9.8% for SC, 
similarly other banks 
may give similar rates). But Bank FD interest 
rates are dynamically changing – e.g. if for a 
while they give 12% for some reason (it can 
happen!), you can rush to break your SCSS or 
mutual fund and enter Bank FD (contracted rate 
will be valid for the span of FD, e.g. 5 yrs). 
Finally, it is to be noted that even `taxable’ 
interest can be turned `tax free’ if you place 
deposit in the name of a close adult family 
member (other than daughter-in-law and 
spouse) in `nil’ tax-bracket (even after 
accounting for the expected interest). 
Thresholds for tax-initiation are: 5 lakhs 
(DOB< 1-4-1935), 2 lakhs (DOB >31-3-1955) 

FINANCE 

 

Dr Pranav Desai, 
Retd ISRO Scientist 
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and 2.5 lakhs (DOB’s in-between the above 
two). [I regret inconvenience caused to age >80 
readers of Vaani; I omitted their high threshold 
in the last issue]. The birth dates refer to F.Y. 
2014-15. (Caveat: Inflation and interest rates 
such as PPF, can/may fall. The PPF rate applies 
to total balance). 

SEVENTH CENTRAL 
PAY COMMISSION: 
The Members of the team 
were announced on 4-2-14 
and Terms of Reference on 
28-2-14. The Chairman, S 
C Justice Ashok Kumar 
Mathur has been Chairman
-Armed Forces Tribunal 
(Familiar with common grievances and 
anomalies of the 6th CPC). Other full-time 
members are Shri Vivek Rai (ex-Petroleum 
Secy) and Smt. Meena Agarwal (Memb-Secy, 
OSD in the Dept. of Expenditure). One part-
time member is  Prof. Rathin Ray, Director 
NIPFP (National Institute of Public Finance 
and Policy). Terms of reference call for 
suggesting salary, bonus, incentives, trainings 
etc. to attract talented persons to Govt. Service, 
and improve productivity, governance. For 
retirement benefits, they have to examine 
principles that should govern them, keeping in 
view that post 1/1/04 recruits are covered by 
the New Pension System (contributory). 
[Earlier, some officials had stated that the 
question of DA/DR merger  & its conversion to 
DP as on 1-1-2011 & 1-1-2014, can also be 
examined by the Commission, and even an 
interim report to rapidly effect these, can be 
given]. The duration given to the Commission 
is 19 months (upto about Sept. 2015), with date 
of effect 1-1-2016. The hoped-for benefits are 
in 3 stages: DP merger as of 1-1-2011 (present 
DA/DR changes from 100% to 125%, and 
arrears = 4.5 BP), DP merger as of 1-1-2014 
(DA/DR of July 14, if nominally 108%, will be 
treated as 50+75+18 = 143%), and finally 
revision as on 1-1-2016: Already tripled pay 
(by DA) may become 3.75 times BP.  

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS: (i) Direct 
Tax Code was put up for public comments, 
though as of now, it is a `closed chapter’. The 
limits and slabs of tax are nearly the same as of 
now. Indeed a few nice features of the present 
act are missing in the code. For example, the 
higher (5 lak) threshold for very senior citizens 
(over 80 years) is not granted. (ii) Retirees, 
family pensioners and about to-retire persons, 
may note: Govt. has recently simplified/
streamlined 26 pension related forms and 
associated requirements of attachments. (iii) In 
filing I-T returns in June/July 2014, please do 
use these sections if applicable to you: 80 TTA 
(ordinary 4% type S/B A/c interest deductible 
upto Rs. 10000), 87A (reduction from tax, of 
max. 2000, if your net taxable income is <5 
lakhs), 80-D (CHSS/CGHS input), 57A 
(Standard Deduction on Family Pension, 33.3% 
or 15000 Rs. whichever is less), 80 EE 
(additional 1 lakh deduction on house loan 
interest – for conditions please refer April 2013 
Issue), 80 CCG (Rajiv Gandhi Equity Savings 
Scheme), 207 (2) (waiver of interest for failure/
shortfall of advance taxes, if you are 60 years 
i.e. DOB <1/4/1954, and have no Business 
Income). Another useful section is 80GGA: 
donation to Univ., IIM, Research Foundation, 
Rural Development, Urban Poverty Alleviation, 
etc. It gives 100% deduction, for you and me. 
(To Businessmen: 125% deduction). These 
sections are listed above, as they are likely to 
be `less well-known’. (iv) Ladies, please 
explore low-cost Health Insurance Plans 
tailored for ladies, from NIC, available at BMB 
– Bhartiya Mahila Bank. They are named 
SAKHEE, NIRBHAYA and PARIVAR-
SURAKSHA. (v) There was some grumbling 
by some Private Hospitals against the cashless 
manner of treating Govt. employees, but that is 
subdued for now. (vii) If you meet an `AIR’ 
criterion, you may get an Income-Tax Dept. 
Notice asking whether you are filing returns/
paying proper tax. List of AIR criteria are 
available in large Newspaper Advts./Website. 
(viii) If you have grievance against your I-T 
Office, you can approach I-T Ombudsman. (ix) 
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In `Sold a House’ segment of the last quarterly 
issue (Jan. 14), one more item deserves 
mention: If the sale-deed price is less/more than 
the stamp-duty value, buyer/seller has to pay 
30% tax on the difference, by pretending that 
so much sum was `gifted’ to buyer/seller! This 
tax is over and above stamp duty (on buyer) 
and Cap. Gain tax (on seller), at stamp value. 
(x) For filing I-T Return for A.Y. 2014-15, I 
advise you to use only the latest forms (not last 
year’s) and avoid last week `rush’. Last year, 
many online returns `bounced’ in July last 
week (server overload). Henceforth, ITR-V 
must be sent (to CPC Bangalore) by speed post.  

N E W  P E N S I O N 
SYSTEM: This is a 
complex, futuristic, 
serious and `emotional’ 
issue, so I left it to the 
last. The main point is 
that any future reduction 
i n  G o v t .  ( e x - ) 
employees’ benefits (due to demographic factor 
like high old/young ratio after about year 2040 
and economic factor like plateauing of the 
presently growing economy like India) should 
be rightly shared justly among different 
batches, and the `BDA’ (Burden of Downward 
Adjustment) should not just be thrust onto one 
batch – even as other batch is getting infact, 
more and more retirement benefit. This has 
happened with the 6th CPC; let us hope the 7th 
CPC will take a balanced view. At least, there 
is a mandate to evolve PRINCIPLE governing 
retirement benefits in the 7th CPC Terms of 
Reference, and further, by citing NPS, those 
batches are implicitly brought into its purview 
(unlike 6th CPC where NPS was explicitly kept 
out). In span 2040-2070, pre-03, post-04 
retirees will co-exist. 

What is this `NPS problem’? Simply put, the 
peaceful and comfortable Pension which OPS 
(Old Pension System) gives, is altogether 
missing in NPS. They have neither peace nor 
money in their retired life. They will have no 

defence against post retirement hyperinflation, 
in particular. 

Typically let us take a baseline scenario 
wherein upon retirement (favourably assumed 
to be at age 64, not 60) an NPS member takes 
out his own contributed NPS corpus/wealth i.e. 
50% of the total is simply withdrawn for other 
purpose like buying a house (needed especially 
for those who used to live in Govt. quarters). 
This incidentally also makes it easy & proper, 
to compare/contrast NPS with OPS – now in 
both cases we will be comparing “Govt’s. given 
pension/annuity” rather than mixing-in 
employee’s own contribution (given by post-04 
employees by 10% `belt tightening’ compared 
to pre-03 employee). 

Without going into details, let me present the 
result of my `simulation’ of NPS annuity 
structured to rise every year at a nominally 
assumed rate of inflation. (NOT EASILY 
AVAILABLE!). NPS return (growth rate) 
during service is taken +2% above consumer 
inflation rate (a tall order!! – it is to be noted 
that RBI’s inflation indexed bonds are 
`rationed’), and post-retirement annuity at -2% 
below inflation rate (conservative avenues do 
that!). The net typical annuity is like 12 ½% of 
the last pay, as contrasted to 50% in the old 
system. More contrast is created (not by DR 
which we have simulated but) by: lack of 
additional agewise pension (like 20% @age 80 
etc), no effect of post-retirement CPC’s and 
lack of Family Pension in case of retired’s 
death. Most importantly, a variety of risks/
uncertainties/volatilities are thrust onto the 
Member in NPS (vs. onto Govt. in OPS!).  
Incidentally, Govt’s response that `SAFE’ 
options like `Govt. Security’ and `Assured 
Return Plan’ are (or will be) available is 
misleading. Need I repeat my favourite phrase: 
“NPS=NO PENSION SYSTEM”?  
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RIGHT TO 
EDUCATION 

Education is not a 
privilege. It is a human 
right. 

The Right of children to 
Free and Compulsory 
Education Act came into 
force from April 1, 2010. 
This was a historic day 
for the people of India as from this day the right 
to education will be accorded the same legal 
status as the Fundamental Right as provided 
by Article 21A of the Indian Constitution. 
Every child in the age group of 6-14 years will 
be provided 8 years of elementary education in  
an age appropriate classroom in the vicinity of 
his/her neighborhood. 

There are five main components that the Act 
puts forth: 

1. In India, every child is entitled to free and 
compulsory full-time elementary education 
(first to eighth grade) as facilitated by the 
Right of Children to Free and Compulsory 
Education Act. This means elementary 
education of satisfactory and equitable 
quality in a formal school run with certain 
essential standards.  

2. Parents of children covered under RTE are 
not liable to pay for school fees, uniforms, 
textbooks, mid-day meals, transportation, 
etc. until the elementary education is 
complete.  

3. If a child has not managed to secure 
admission in a school according to age, it 
will be government’s responsibility to get 
the child admitted in an age-appropriate 
class. Schools will have to organize training 
sessions to allow such a child to catch up 
with others.  

4. No child shall be held back (failed) or 
expelled until the completion of elementary 
education.  

5. Not following the RTE rules can invite a 
penalty. 

It means that any cost that prevents a child 
from accessing school will be borne by the 
State which shall have the responsibility of 
enrolling the child as well as ensuring 
attendance and completion of 8 years of 
schooling. No child shall be denied admission 
for want of documents; no child shall be turned 
away if the admission cycle in the school is 
over and no child shall be asked to take an 
admission test. Children with disabilities will 
also be educated in the mainstream schools.  

All private schools shall be required to enroll 
children from weaker sections and 
disadvantaged communities in their incoming 
class to the extent of 25% of their enrolment, 
by simple random selection. No seats in this 
quota can be left vacant. These children will be 
treated on par with all the other children in the 
school and subsidized by the State at the rate of 
average per learner costs in the government 
schools (unless the per learner costs in the 
private school are lower). 

All schools will have to prescribe to norms and 
standards laid out in the Act and no school that 
does not fulfill these standards within 3 years 
will be allowed to function. All private schools 
will have to apply for recognition, failing which 
they will be penalized to the tune of Rs 1 lakh 
and if they still continue to function will be 
liable to pay Rs 10,000 per day as fine. Norms 
and standards of teacher qualification and 
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training are also being laid down by an 
Academic Authority. Teachers in all schools 
will have to subscribe to these norms within 5 
years. 

The National Commission for Protection of 
Child Rights (NCPCR) has been mandated to 
monitor the implementation of this historic 
Right. NCPCR also involves all civil society 
groups, students, teachers, administrators, 
artists, writers, government personnel, 
legislators, members of the judiciary and all 
other stakeholders to join hands and work 
together to build a movement to ensure that 
every child of this country is in school and 
enabled to get at least eight years of quality 
education. 

Few countries in the world have such a national 
provision to ensure both free and child-centred, 
child-friendly education.  

It seems to be an unassailable fact that the RTE 
Act appears, on paper at least, to be an ideal 
solution to the problems of education in India. 
However, its implementation too has not yet 
recovered from its teething problem.  

Although state education departments and local 
education authorities are responsible for 
monitoring the implementation of the Act, this 
responsibility doesn’t seem to have been taken 
seriously. If statistics are anything to go by, the 
state governments will have to cover miles to 
ensure the proper implementation of the right 
of children to free and compulsory education 
under the RTE Act. 

Three years after it came into effect, a stock 
taking report of the implementation of the act 
across 15 UP districts showed that only 27% 
government primary schools fulfill RTE norms 
related with appointment of teachers. The 
report prepared by state collectorates for right 
to education, a group of civil society 
organizations working for implementation of 
the act in Uttar Pradesh. The report, the data for 
which was collected from 645 schools, claimed 
that teachers in 64% schools covered were 
deployed for non-academic activities.The study 
further revealed that 10% elementary schools 
were not situated within prescribed area while 
12% primary schools were not suitable for all 
weather. Besides, drinking water facility was 
not available in 11% schools. The report also 
said that 77% government primary schools did 
not have functional toilets for girls while only 
19% had functional toilet for boys. This is 
when the state completed three years of 
enactment of RTE Act — the deadline of 
fulfilling norms — on April, 1 2013. 

A paper by NCERT researcher at International 
Science Congress Association (May-2013) had 
tried to explore the status of the 
implementation, awareness and understanding 
of the provisions of RTE amongst teachers, 
parents and children in some rural schools of 
Haryana (Implementing Right to Education- 
Issues and challenges), after two years of 
implementation of the RTE Act in Haryana.   
There has been little progress, only in terms of 
enrollment/basic infrastructure but towards 
guaranteeing quality education in terms of 
student learning, the state has not achieved 
much. Same is the case with regard to its 
awareness and understanding among its various 
stakeholders. 

The reports on status of implementation in 
other states are also not very satisfying. 
Replying to a question in a parliament 
(26.03.13) a statement indicates pathetic 
conditions of number of schools lacking 
infrastructural facilities particularly toilets 
(128781 schools) and safe drinking water 
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facilities (61326 schools) in 35 states and UTs 
and majority of them fall in states like Andhra 
Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jammu & 
Kashmir, Odisha, Uttar Pradesh etc. 

However, for all its flaws, the RTE Act is a 
progressive piece of legislation that aims to 
take education to the masses and fill the gaps in 
the social system. Passing a bill could be one 
easy thing to do. What seems to be the key in 
ensuring this Act to be successful, is to make 

parents, particularly in rural areas, aware of the 
benefits of education and to encourage them to 
send their children to school.  

Like many  attempted  social  changes  in  India, 

this too has failed to kick start. What could be 

one of the possible solution,  is to engage one 

of  the  reputed  IIMs  to study  the weakness of 

the  system  and  suggest  short  and  long  term 

reforms.   

 

 
KNOW ABOUT YOUR EARTH’S ATMOSPHERE 

 
The earth atmosphere is a mixture of number of gases and humidity 
(as a result of evaporation of water from earth surface). Nitrogen gas 
accounts for 78.084%, oxygen 20.946% and argon .934%. The other 
gases exist in very small amounts (see the figure). The atmosphere 
around earth  could be divided into 5 zones, each zone having its own 
characteristic 

 Troposphere upto 12 Km 

 Stratosphere from 12-50 Km 

 Mesosphere from 50-80 Km 

 Thermosphere 80-700 Km 

 Exosphere above 700 Km 
It is the Stratosphere where the ozone layer exists and hence it is very 
important to conserve it to avoid the harmeful effects of UV radiation 
from sun reaching to earth. Human skin is sensitive to UV radiation 
and gets adverse effect.  
 
The gas nitrogen is used for preserving the food items to keep them 
fresh and away from bacterial growth. It is wondered why the use of 
this gas has not been exploited to store the food grains in silos filled 
with this gas. If we do it we can save millions of tons of food grains 
from rotting .every year.   
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ON JAN 2014 ISSUE 

 

THE READER’S WROTE 

Ravi 

To MeThusiarkumarmukesh and 17 More... 

Jan 31 at 10:38 PM 

To : Mr Vijay Kumar 

Dear Sir, 

I would like to congratulate you for bringing such an informative and interesting newsletter. 

This speaks a lot of your untiring efforts. Such a creative initiative not only creates information and activity 

flow but also brings Alumni close to each other. Though I am not living in Ahmedabad any more but I do 

enjoy reading Vaani and would like to compliment the entire team for such an excellent effort and 

consistency. If I am correct , Vaani is the only news letter published by any chapter of Alumni Association of 

IITR. 

Congratulations and best wishes !! Regards 

Ravi Sharma, ravisharma.india@gmail.com, www.linkedin.com/in/ravisharmaindia 

Mudit Kumar 

To Mesahu Mahajan and 17 More... 

Today at 12:13 PM 

Thanks Vijai, and great work putting it together!  

Arun Singh 

To Me 

Today at 4:35 PM 

Dear Sir, 

 The current issue of VAANI is excellent. Also forwarded to other IITR alumni at other work centres and 

getting very good feedback. Some even called me up, thanks for sharing and appreciated IITRAAA efforts.   

regards, 

From: Rupom Mukherjee <rupomm@gmail.com> 
Date: Sun, Feb 2, 2014 at 9:14 AM 
Subject: Re: Fw: VAANI JAN'2014 
To: Arun Singh <arun.312@gmail.com> 

 
A pleasure to read sir. Nice cover. Thanks for sharing. Indeed you all are putting great 
efforts in joining the community. Our best wishes for this initiative. Pl keep it going and share 
future issues. Regards 

Rupom Mukherjee 
 
2nd floor,JVOG,ONGC , NSE Building,Exchange Plaza, Bandra Kurla Complex, 
Bandra(E), Mumbai-400051 
Ph:9969224251 
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